Prolonged transition time between colostrum and mature milk in a bear, the giant panda, *Ailuropoda melanoleuca*
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Bears produce the most altricial neonates of any placental mammal. We hypothesized that the transition from colostrum to mature milk in bears reflects a temporal and biochemical adaptation for altricial development and immune protection. Comparison of bear milks with milks of other eutherians yielded distinctive protein profiles. Proteomic and metabolomic analysis of serial milk samples collected from six giant pandas showed a prolonged transition from colostrum to main-phase lactation over approximately 30 days. Particularly striking are the persistence or sequential appearance of adaptive and innate immune factors. The endurance of immunoglobulin G suggests an unusual duration of trans-intestinal absorption of maternal antibodies, and is potentially relevant to the underdeveloped lymphoid system of giant panda neonates. Levels of certain milk oligosaccharides known to exert anti-microbial activities and/or that are conducive to the development of neonatal gut microbiomes underwent an
almost complete changeover around days 20–30 postpartum, coincident with the maturation of the protein profile. A potential metabolic marker of starvation was detected, the prominence of which may reflect the natural postpartum period of anorexia in giant panda mothers. Early lactation in giant pandas, and possibly in other ursids, appears to be adapted for the unique requirements of unusually altricial eutherian neonates.

1. Introduction

The composition of mammalian milks and the duration of lactation vary dramatically from species to species, influenced by the ecology, evolutionary history, placental type and the developmental state of the neonate at birth [1–3]. Marsupials have extremely altricial neonates and much longer lactation periods than do eutherians of similar body size and ecology, indicative of an extended period of dependence on maternally derived nutrition and immunological support after birth [4]. Even among eutherians that live in similar environments, there are dramatic differences in lactation periods that reflect diverse feeding and reproductive ecologies. Compare, for example, the short lactation periods in Phocidae (4 days in hooded seals) to the prolonged periods in Otariidae (4–24 months in fur seals and sea lions) and Odobenidae (1–2 years in walruses) [5–7].

Marsupials exhibit dramatic changes in milk composition with time after birth to nurture what is essentially an extra-uterine gestation [4,8]. For example, certain milk proteins are only present early in lactation and then disappear, to be replaced by others that disappear and are replaced in turn through the course of lactation [4,9,10]. Such dramatic and sustained changes in milk proteins do not occur in eutherian mammals, presumably because their neonates are at a significantly more advanced stage of development at birth. Eutherian milks do, however, change radically in the immediate period after birth. The composition of milk during this colostrum phase reflects the type of placenta characteristic of the species [1].

Eutherians with haemochorial placentae (e.g. many primates and rodents) commonly transfer immunoglobulins transplacentally such that the neonate is born with a sample of maternal antibodies equivalent to the mother’s own plasma levels [11,12]. In species possessing endotheliochorial placentae, trans-placental immunoglobulin transfer is rare, and the neonate must obtain immunoglobulins via colostrum immediately after birth for direct transfer into the circulation [1,13]. For this, junctions between intestinal cells are open for only about 6–24 h postpartum [13]. Timing of the closure of intercellular junctions in the gut (‘gut closure’) has been examined in only a few species. Whether a similar interval of trans-intestinal immunoglobulin transfer also applies to ursids—the subject of this paper—is not known.

Among eutherian mammals, the neonates of bears are altricial to an unusual degree, with the lowest ratio of neonatal to maternal body mass, despite small litter sizes [14]. Among bears, neonates of the giant panda, Ailuropoda melanoleuca, are the most altricial, with a neonatal to maternal body mass ratio of about 1:1000. They are born deaf, blind and virtually naked of hair (see electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Moreover, their lymphoid system is particularly underdeveloped, emphasizing a potentially unusual degree of dependency on maternal immunity among eutherians [15]. We know of no published description of the type of placenta exhibited by giant pandas, but those ursids for which there is information have endotheliochorial discoidal zonary placentae [16]. If this is also true of giant pandas, then their cubs may be particularly dependent on colostrum for immunity during the neonatal period.

Colostrum, compared with mature milk, is generally richer in protein than lipids and carbohydrates, particularly in species in which immunoglobulin transfer is postnatal [1]. The change in concentrations of these nutrient classes between colostrum and mature milk has been examined in a range of species [1], but seldom has the time taken for the transition from colostrum to mature milk been examined in detail. Precise criteria with which to define the end of the colostral period also have not been developed. Nevertheless, species with similar body masses to bears but which produce precocious neonates appear to have short colostral periods (e.g. bovids and camels [17–19]). We here take the colostrum period to end when all the major components of milk reach an approximate steady state, although slight modifications in composition may still occur during the main phase. Given what is known about the reproductive physiology of the species for which the transition period has been described, and given the altriciality of neonatal ursids, we hypothesized that the transition period would be comparatively long in bears. Once information of the kind we present here for giant pandas becomes available for a broad sample of eutherians, then this can be fully tested in, for instance, a meta-analysis of the transition times relative to total lactation durations for species that give birth to either altricial or precocial young.
Previous investigations of giant panda milk have focused on basic analysis of major nutrients or on oligosaccharide profiling from single milk samples [20–25]. Our study examined serial milk samples from six individuals, beginning 12 h after parturition until five months into lactation, to explore how the relationship between the dynamics of milk composition might meet the developmental needs of an altricial neonate. We followed proteins and small molecules to elucidate how the components of colostrum changed with time after birth, how long the transition to a mature milk profile takes, and how such changes may align with what might be expected for a species with highly altricial young.

Our choice of the giant panda was because this bear represents an extreme in altriciality within the Ursidae. Changes in proteins and small anti-microbial defence molecules were followed with time after birth, and a prolonged transition time between colostrum and mature milk lasting about 30 days was apparent. Some of the most remarkable changes during that period were in the dynamics of proteins and oligosaccharides involved in antibacterial defence or in the establishment of an appropriate neonatal gut microbiome (‘probiotic’ [26,27]). The latter may be particularly relevant to giant pandas in their progression from a milk-based to a predominantly vegetarian diet despite an anatomically carnivorous digestive system [28,29].

2. Material and methods

2.1. Milk collection and processing

All giant panda samples were collected from captive-bred animals at the Chengdu Research Base of Giant Panda Breeding, Chengdu, Sichuan Province, People’s Republic of China, during the years 2006, 2007, 2011 and 2012. Six animals were sampled in all, two of which were sampled over multiple lactations. In this facility, cubs are routinely removed from their mothers at three to six months of age to induce the females to enter oestrus again for the next season. Lactation and nursing in giant pandas is usually taken to last for about nine months, although the average duration in the wild is not known and captive-reared cubs have been observed to suckle for as long as two and a half years. A complete list of sampling dates, individual animal names and studbook numbers is given in the electronic supplementary material, table S1. The health status of each animal was monitored regularly. While overt disease was not observed in any donor, minor ailments and suboptimal blood factor levels were observed in some. Mother pandas normally enter a period of anorexia for 7–14 days postpartum, but the animals from whom samples were obtained were given glucose before normal diet resumed.

Sample times for other species were all from main-phase lactation as follows: bottlenose dolphin, *Tursiops truncatus*, one animal sampled 9 months after birth (average lactation period for the species 18–20 months); Indian elephant, *Elephas maximus indicus*, one animal sampled 2 months after birth (average lactation period 2–6 years); African bush elephant, *Loxodonta africana*, one animal sampled 15 months after birth (average lactation period about 2 years); polar bear, *Ursus maritimus*, one animal sampled opportunistically after emergence from winter den, estimated 3–4 months after birth (average lactation period 24–28 months); grizzly bear *Ursus arctos horribilis*, one animal sampled at estimated 3–4 months after birth (average lactation period 1.5–3 years). Human milk was from an anonymous donor in Scotland, mid-lactation; cow, *Bos taurus*, pooled commercial milk sample (average lactation period 9–10 months); dog, *Canis familiaris*, one animal sampled at mid-lactation (average lactation period 8 weeks).

All non-domesticated species except the polar bear were captive-bred, and milk samples were obtained by their keepers. Milk samples from all these animals except the polar and grizzly bears were obtained by hand from food-rewarded, conscious animals who were not anaesthetized, sedated, drug-treated or physically restrained. Milk from polar bears was obtained opportunistically from anaesthetized, wild animals during fieldwork in Svalbard, Norwegian Polar Institute. Grizzly bear milk was sampled opportunistically from anaesthetized, captive bears treated with oxytocin to facilitate milk let-down at the research facility of Washington State University, Pullman, WA, USA. In all the cases, samples were collected from a single mammary gland and were not pooled between individuals or over time. Sample sizes ranged from 0.5 to 5 ml, depending on the species and quality of milk let-down. The mammary glands were never emptied, as sampling was not to interfere with the nutrition available to the offspring.

Giant panda milk samples were stored either in liquid nitrogen or at −80°C immediately after collection, transferred to Glasgow frozen, and stored at −20°C until use. Samples from other species were frozen immediately after collection and stored at −20°C. Milks were centrifuged at 4°C for 10 minutes...
at 3000g in a bench-top centrifuge or at 12 000g in a microfuge. The buoyant fat layer and pellet were removed, and the intermediate, aqueous phase fluid layer collected and used immediately or stored at −20°C until use.

2.2. Protein electrophoresis

One-dimensional (1D) vertical sodium dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) was carried out using the Invitrogen (Thermo Scientific, Paisley, UK) NuPAGE SDS-PAGE system with precast 4–12% gradient gels, following the manufacturer’s instructions. Gels were stained for protein using Coomassie Blue or InstantBlue (ExpDITION, Harston, UK). β2-Mercaptoethanol (25 μl added to 1 ml sample buffer) was used as reducing agent for reducing conditions. Images of gels were recorded using a Kodak imager. Electronic images were not modified other than for contrast and brightness adjustments. Pre-stained molecular mass/relative mobility (Mr) standard proteins were obtained from New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA (cat. number P7708S). Preparative two-dimensional (2D; isoelectric focusing on a pH 4–7 immobilized pH gradient in the first dimension, SDS-PAGE on a 10% homogeneous gel in the second) gels were run using an Etta DALT electrophoresis system (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont Buckinghamshire UK) as previously described [30], except that gels were loaded with 30 μl milk sample processed as described above. Gels were stained with Coomassie Blue. These gels provided sufficient protein from excised gel spots for identification by proteomics procedures. 2D difference gel electrophoresis (DIGE) was carried out as previously described [30]. Five microlitres of milk sample from day 1 postpartum were labelled with Cy3, and 5 μl of milk sample from day 152 postpartum were labelled with Cy5, prior to mixing and electrophoresis.

2.3. Proteomics

Stained protein bands or spots were excised from preparative 1D or 2D gels, respectively, and analysed by liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry (LC-MS) as previously described [31]. Protein identifications were assigned using the MASCOT search engine to interrogate protein and gene sequences in the NCBI databases. Searches were restricted to the giant panda resources specifically, or to dog sequence databases where panda gene annotations were still incomplete, and allowed a mass tolerance of 0.4 Da for both single and dual mass spectrometry analyses.

2.4. Metabolomics

LC-MS was carried out by using an Orbitrap Exactive LC-MS system. The electrospray ionization interface was operated in a positive/negative polarity switching mode. The spray voltage was 4.5 kV for positive mode and 4.0 kV for negative mode. The temperature of the ion transfer capillary was 275°C; sheath and auxiliary gas were 50 and 17 arb. units, respectively. The full scan range was 75–1200 m/z for both positive and negative modes with settings of automatic gain control target and resolution as Balanced and High (1 × 10⁶ and 50 000), respectively. The data were recorded using XCALIBUR v. 2.1.0 software package (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Mass calibration was performed for both electrospray ionization polarities before the analysis, using the standard Thermo Calmix solution with inclusion of some additional compounds to cover the low mass range. The signals of 83.0604 m/z (2 × acetonitrile-H) and 91.0037 m/z (2 × formate-H) were selected as lock masses for positive and negative mode, respectively, during each analytical run. The mobile phases used in hydrophilic interaction liquid chromatography conditions were 20 mM ammonium carbonate buffer (pH 9.2; A) and acetonitrile (B) (ZIC-pHILIC column (150 × 4.6 mm, 5 μm); Merck Millipore, Darmstadt, Germany). The gradient programme was as follows: B 80% (0 min); B 20% (30 min); B 8% (31 min); B 8% (36 min); B 80% (37 min); B 80% (46 min). The flow rate was 0.3 ml min⁻¹. Peaks were extracted by using SIEVE software (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and, using a macro written in Microsoft Excel, matched against the human metabolome database. Putative identification of compounds was based on elemental compositions within 3 ppm of the exact mass, which excludes alternative compositions but does not exclude isomers. Semi-targeted profiling for oligosaccharides was performed by manually searching accurate masses (±3 ppm) reported in the published bear milk studies or predicted based on the combination of five basic building blocks for mammalian milk oligosaccharides.
Figure 1. Giant panda milk proteins compared with those of other mammals. SDS-PAGE analysis of milks from several species of mammal (a). African elephant milk is closely similar in protein profile to that of Indian elephants (not shown). A similar analysis of the milks from three species of bear, and another member of the Carnivora, the domestic dog, is given in (b). The giant panda sample was from Shu Qing, postpartum day 46. All samples were collected during the main phase of lactation, as described in Material and Methods. The gels were run under reducing and non-reducing conditions as indicated. Relative mobilities ($M_r$) of protein size standards are as indicated in kilodaltons (kDa).

3. Results

3.1. Comparison of giant panda milk protein profiles with milks of other mammals

We first investigated how similar or different ursid milks are to milks of other species. Milks collected during mid-lactation from several species were analysed by 1D protein gel electrophoresis (figure 1a), which highlighted the considerable differences in protein profiles among species. Those from the same clade of the Carnivora (dog and giant panda [32]) or of the Cetartiodactyla (cow and dolphin [33]) show
some similarities in protein band presences and absences, albeit with differences in the preponderance of various proteins. All are distinct from elephants (both African and Indian). Within the Ursidae (figure 1b), polar and grizzly bear milks are more similar to each other than to giant pandas, which is consistent with the close phylogenetic relationship of the former two [34–36].

3.2. Transition from colostrum to mature milk: proteins

Samples of milk taken serially from several giant pandas exhibited progressive changes in protein profile between colostrum and mature milk. 2D DIGE analysis shown in figure 2 compares samples collected on days 1 (a, green) and 152 (b, red) postpartum and analysed in the same gel. In the superimposed image (c), yellow indicates where protein species are present in both samples, revealing proteins disappearing or appearing, and those persisting across the transition and into the main lactation period. The loading of this type of analytical gel is inadequate for protein identification, so preparative 2D gels of the same samples were run (electronic supplementary material, figure S2), leading to protein identifications given in the electronic supplementary material, table S2.
Figure 3. Progressive changes in protein profiles of giant panda milk from colostrum to mature milk. 1D protein electrophoresis gels loaded with (a) non-reduced samples and (b) reduced samples. Samples from days 0.5 to 21 are from Li Li; days 46 and 158, Shu Qing; day 152, Ya Ya; day 156, Qi Zhen. The protein bands indicated by letters were excised from gels and subjected to proteomic identification. These data, together with data from additional 1D and 2D gels, provided consensus identifications given in table 1 and electronic supplementary material, table S3. See also the electronic supplementary material, figure S2, with table S2 used for additional confirmation.
Table 1. Proteins in giant panda milk. Identification of proteins isolated from bands excised from the SDS-PAGE gels shown in figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>protein identification</th>
<th>found in gel band</th>
<th>putative function and comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>immunoglobulinμ heavy chain</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>IgM. Antibody. Abundant in serum and colostra, less so in secretions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immunoglobulinear light chain</td>
<td>B, C</td>
<td>IgA. Secretory antibody. Abundant in secretions (e.g. tears, saliva, bile, milk)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immunoglobulin γ heavy chain</td>
<td>A, T, S</td>
<td>light chain isoform associated with all immunoglobulin subclasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>polymeric immunoglobulin receptor</td>
<td>C, P</td>
<td>receptor for IgA and IgM mediating secretion, part of which (secretory component) remains bound to IgA to protect it against proteolytic cleavage in intestine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immunoglobulin γ heavy chain</td>
<td>D, E, Q</td>
<td>IgG. Antibody. Most abundant class in plasma, much less so in secretions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bile salt-activated lipase</td>
<td>F, O</td>
<td>also termed bile-stimulated or -dependent lipase. Presumed to assist with digestion of triglyceride lipids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>κ-casein</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>stabilizes micelle formation, prevents casein precipitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-casein</td>
<td>H, R, S</td>
<td>source of amino acids, delivers calcium, phosphate, lipids, structural component of casein micelles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-lactoglobulin isoform 1</td>
<td>G, J, K, U</td>
<td>binds and probably transports retinol (vitamin A), vitamin D, and fatty acids including polyunsaturated fatty acids</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>β-lactoglobulin isoform 2</td>
<td>G</td>
<td>similar to isoform 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lactotransferrin</td>
<td>I</td>
<td>iron binding transport protein with antibacterial properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anti-leukoproteinase</td>
<td>K</td>
<td>proteinase inhibitor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lysozyme C</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>antibacterial. Milk isoform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>whey acidic protein</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>function unclear. Possibly associated with innate immunity. Possibly plays role in regulation of the proliferation of mammary epithelial cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xanthine dehydrogenase</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>involved in milk fat globule secretion and also innate immunity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apolipoprotein D isofrom 2</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>lipid transporter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

S Gel bands as indicated in figure 3.
S See the electronic supplementary material, table S3 for complete listing of identifications, NCBI GenBank accession codes and MASCOT peptide search scores.
S The putative functions and comments are drawn from a variety of sources including NCBI and UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot databases.

Notable among the proteins present early in lactation are immunoglobulins, accompanied by the polymeric immunoglobulin receptor that is involved in secretion of IgA molecules (and IgM in some but not all species [37]). The receptor appears in the milk as the secretory component that protects IgA in particular from digestion in the intestine. IgG is not similarly protected, but instead may be absorbed into the circulation of the neonate. Among the proteins that accumulate slowly in panda milk are the caseins, which are milk-specific proteins that usually occur in high abundance in milks of other species [38,39].

3.3. Transition from colostrum to mature milk: small molecules

Serially sampled milks from giant pandas were also analysed for small organic compounds, revealing substantial relative changes with time in several constituents of potential importance. The compounds exhibiting the greatest peak heights and areas from mass spectrometry at three different sampling times are given in the electronic supplementary material, table S4, and are compared with human and bovine milks. Notable changes in ranking are evident with lactose (descending with time), sialyllactoses (descending) and fucosyllactose (ascending), and, in contrast with human and bovine milks, the persistence of taurine.

In a more detailed analysis, we found dramatic changes with time for oligosaccharides that may be present for their anti-microbial or probiotic activities rather than as a source of energy [27,40–43]. Three examples are illustrated in figure 4. Fucosyllactose was initially close to zero in
Figure 4. Changes in giant panda milk oligosaccharides and other small molecules with time after birth. Selection of four compounds illustrating distinctive patterns of change during the transition period. (a,b) Two oligosaccharides that show opposite trends in relative concentrations with time, the cross-over point being between 20 and 30 days postpartum. Both of these are known to have effects on microbial colonization of the gut in some species (see text). (c) Complete absence of an oligosaccharide that then appears abruptly from day 20. This, C_{26}H_{45}NO_{20}, is GalNAc(α1–3)[Fuc(α1–2)]Gal(β1–4)Glc (a tetrasaccharide), which is the human blood group A determinant or an isomer of it. (d) Extremely rapid post-parturient rise, then fall, in phenol sulfate levels that may be due to the anorectic period that panda mothers endure for 7–10 days post-parturition. This graph includes data for panda Li Li taken in an earlier year (2011), as well as from an additional panda, Shu Qing, that was sampled on day 158 and confirms the eventual disappearance of phenol sulfate.

Concentration and then rose dramatically after 20 days (figure 4a), whereas 3′-N-acetylneuraminylactose fell steadily with time (figure 4b), changeover occurring between days 20 and 30. Curiously, the 6′-N-acetylneuraminylactose isomer of the latter oligosaccharide exhibited the opposite time course (electronic supplementary material, figure S3). Particularly dramatic were changes in those oligosaccharides that were undetectable until about day 20 and then rose dramatically (figure 4c and electronic supplementary material, figure S3). A list of these and other oligosaccharides is given in the electronic supplementary material, table S5, and their postpartum trends are illustrated in the electronic supplementary material, figure S3, which also illustrates the fall in lactose until about day 25.

Phenol sulfate was an unexpectedly abundant compound in the milk, levels of which rose very rapidly postpartum and then fell steadily to a plateau approaching zero after day 30 (figure 4d). Possible reasons for the unexpected presence and loss of this molecule in milk are discussed below.

4. Discussion

The neonates of bears are remarkable among placental mammals for their premature condition and uniquely low body mass relative to that of their mothers. Exploiting giant pandas as representing an extreme test case even among bears, we hypothesized that maturation of colostrum to mature milk would be prolonged compared with other eutherians. We indeed found a slow transition in the types
of proteins and micronutrients present in giant panda milk over time. Comparative detail is available for few other species, but our findings suggest that early lactation in bears may be modified to support the development of unusually immature neonates, albeit not to the extreme of marsupials to whom the term ‘external gestation’ has been applied [8].

4.1. Proteins

The proteins observed to be abundant initially and then to diminish with time after parturition were the immunoglobulins. The rate at which this occurred differed among classes, IgA being the most persistent, which reflects its protective role in secretions in general, and in milks continuously throughout lactation. IgA presumably plays a protective role for both the infant and the mammary gland itself, as well as to control the neonate’s gut microbiome [44,45]. IgA is protected against proteolytic cleavage by a secretory component, which is a fragment of the polymeric immunoglobulin receptor [37], hence the latter’s persistence along with IgA. IgM and IgG probably have lesser roles in the neonatal gut because they are not as resilient as IgA to proteolytic cleavage. These two immunoglobulins are particularly prominent components of the colostra of mammals with placentae that do not permit transfer of immunoglobulins, as they must cross the intestinal epithelial barrier into the neonatal circulation before epithelial closure within hours after birth [46,47]. The persistence of IgG in giant panda colostrum is unusual in comparison to other species [17–19]. This may indicate that trans-intestinal transfer of immunoglobulins lasts for longer than the 24 h usually taken to be the maximum in other species groups [13]. Alternatively, giant panda neonates may have a mechanism for transferring IgG across the intestinal epithelia continuously, such as with the FcRn transporter which is active in IgG translocation across the intestinal epithelia in neonatal rodents but not humans [11]. The kinetics of this transition may be unique or at least highly unusual among eutherian mammals, although there is currently insufficient coverage of mammalian lineages to be sure.

Several protein types appear with time, including two isoforms of β-lactoglobulin. The biological functions of β-lactoglobulins are not entirely understood, though they are presumed to transfer essential lipids such as retinol (vitamin A), cholecalciferol (vitamin D) and (poly)unsaturated fatty acids [48,49]. β-lactoglobulin is a major constituent of the milks of many mammals, notable exceptions being rodents, elephants, lagomorphs and primates [49]. Most prominent among the proteins that increase in concentration are apolipoprotein D (also a lipid transporter) and the caseins. Caseins appear in all mammalian milks and have a variety of functions. In addition to their role as a source of amino acids, they serve as carriers for otherwise poorly soluble calcium phosphate to form a complex that prevents ectopic calcification of the mammary gland [38,50–52]. Furthermore, cleavage of caseins by gut proteinases induces curdling of milk to a semi-solid form [38]. Disorders of curd formation cause critical gastrointestinal disturbances in bear cubs fed unsuitable milk formulae [53,54].

Bile salt-activated lipase is persistent and seen gradually to decrease late in our sampling period. This enzyme is commonly found in milks and is thought to assist the neonate in digestion of milk triglycerides [55,56]. It is also produced in the pancreas, but probably only at low levels in neonates relative to the adult pancreas and mammary gland [57]. Its role in giant panda milk could, therefore, be to supplement a cub’s digestive processes before its own pancreatic production of the enzyme becomes adequate. It is a α-cub’s digestive processes before its own pancreatic production of the enzyme becomes adequate. It is a

4.2. Oligosaccharides

We also observed dramatic changes in oligosaccharides that are considered to be part of the innate immune system. Notable were the trisaccharides sialyllactose (3’-N-acetylneuraminylactose), the concentration of which fell until 20–30 days, and fucosyllactose, which began to increase at that time. These, along with other milk oligosaccharides, appear not to be digested by mammals but instead act to prevent bacterial colonization of the gut by competing with sugar receptors on the surface of
pathogens [26,62]. Fucosylated oligosaccharides, for instance, are known to inhibit adhesion of several bacterial pathogens to human cells [63], and sialylated forms have similar activities [64]. Complex oligosaccharides appear to be particularly important in the milks of primates [65], as exemplified by the finding that the infants of breastfeeding human mothers that have low levels of certain oligosaccharides in their milk are susceptible to episodes of diarrhoea [66]. Moreover, fucosylated and other milk oligosaccharides stimulate the growth of certain bifidobacteria which lend competitive protection against pathogens and their toxins [26,62,67–69]. It could, therefore, be that the sequential appearance and disappearance of oligosaccharides in panda milk simultaneously regulate the establishment of a microbiome appropriate for a given stage of altricial development and provide protection against pathogens while the cub’s active immunity develops. It is notable that the changeover period between those oligosaccharides that rose and those that fell corresponded to the time after birth when the protein profile approached maturity.

4.3. Other small molecules

Lactose has been found previously in bear milks, albeit usually at low levels [25,70]. Its concentration in giant panda milk fell rapidly after birth (electronic supplementary material, table S4 and figure S3). Lactose is commonly low or absent in milks of the Carnivora (particularly in the suborder Caniformia to which bears belong [1,39,71]), which may mean that lactase synthesis is brief in giant pandas, and that cubs may lose the ability to digest high-lactose milks from about three weeks after birth. Supplementation with artificial milk formulae that are made primarily of cow (or other high-lactose) milk would, therefore, be deleterious to hand-reared cubs.

We found taurine to be persistently elevated in giant panda milk for at least five months, and at higher concentrations than in our comparative bovine and human samples. Similar levels were found in our polar bear milk samples (data not shown). Most mammals can synthesize their own taurine, but taurine-dependency is a feature of some hypercarnivores such as cats, and possibly also polar bears [72], whose requirements are met though carnivory. It is, therefore, conceivable that taurine-dependency occurs more widely in ursids, which merits investigation to ensure adequate nutrition of captive bears and hand-reared cubs. Taurine-dependency in giant pandas would be interesting, given their predominantly vegetarian diet. That said, the panda’s carnivorous habits in the wild have been well documented [73,74].

An unexpected constituent of giant panda milk was phenol sulfate. Its presence corresponded to the 7–14 days anorexic phase during which time the females do not leave the den. One possible explanation for the transience of this compound in the milk is that during starvation gut bacteria begin to scavenge nitrogen from their proteins, the consequence being the release of toxic phenols which are neutralized by conversion into sulfates by gut cells [75], and hence percolate into the milk. It is, therefore, reasonable to expect that, once normal nutritional conditions return, phenol sulfate would disappear from the milk, as we found to be the case.

4.4. Evolutionary considerations

One hypothesis with which to explain the production of altricial neonates addresses the need for energy conservation during a period of metabolic downregulation in the mother. The bear species that hibernate give birth during this period, but mobilization of maternal fat reserves needed to supply embryos with a predominantly glucose-based trans-placental energy supply is energetically wasteful and unsustainable during hibernation [14]. Milk, on the other hand, is an efficient means for delivery of fats that does not carry such metabolic costs [2,3]. The confounding factor is that hibernation is thought to have arisen only once in bears, and is found in polar, brown and black bears [34,36], while giant pandas and sloth, sun and Andean bears do not hibernate. Assuming that none of the non-hibernating species had hibernating ancestors, then there is still no answer as to why bears have such altricial young, and why this characteristic is so particularly pronounced in giant pandas. In other aspects of reproduction, bears are not particularly unusual—within the Carnivora, for example, the duration of dependence by bear cubs on milk is relatively long, but not remarkably so [2], and the type of placenta they have (endotheliochorial) is not restricted to species with altricial neonates [16,76].

In this study, we turned to giant pandas as representatives of extreme altriciality even among Ursidae, to test our hypothesis that, compared with other eutherians, maturation of colostrum to mature milk would be prolonged. We did indeed find a slow transition in the types of proteins and micronutrients
present in giant panda milk over time. Comparative detail is, however, available for few other species. Our findings suggest that early lactation in bears may be modified to support the development of unusually immature neonates, albeit not to the extreme of marsupials [8,9]. We did not, for instance, observe in giant panda milk the marked and sequential changeover of protein types that is observed in marsupial milks [4,9,10]. The proteins we identified in panda milks were only those shared among marsupials and eutherians; we did not identify any that were similar to those unique to marsupials. So, the transition in giant pandas is essentially a prolongation of the pattern in other eutherians rather than a convergence to that of marsupials.

Whether giving birth to highly altricial young by bears is a special adaptation or is the retention of a primitive or ancestral reproductive strategy is unresolved, but the consequence may have been the evolution of a slow transition from colostrum to mature milk encompassing a prolonged and changing supply of innate and adaptive immune protective factors. The kinetics of this transition may be unique or at least highly unusual among eutherian mammals, although there is currently insufficient coverage of mammalian lineages to be sure. The analysis presented here is as yet unprecedented in the literature for any other species of eutherian mammal, though it is already clear that in well-studied species the transition is considerably shorter than we find for giant pandas (e.g. camels [18]; pigs [19]; cows [17]). It remains intriguing that even within one group of mammals, the Carnivora, there are species possessing similar placentae and maternal body masses yet giving birth to neonates representing extremes of altriciality or precocity such that, for instance, giant pandas take longer to achieve mature phase lactation than some species of equivalent maternal body masses to bears have an entire lactation cycle (e.g. the Phocidae). Our findings, and similar studies on a broad range of eutherian groups, emphasize and extend our appreciation of the remarkable diversity of eutherian lactation strategies, and illuminate the selective forces involved.
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